
Flagged items to reorder
Sign 

Catergory
Name Sign Image Description Size/Color

Cautionary Stop Ahead (3M Sheeting) Informs riders that they are approaching a Stop sign. 12"x12" Y/Red

Cautionary Stop Ahead RR Xing
Informs riders that they are approaching a stop sign placed on 

either side of active railroad tracks.
12"x12" Y/ Blk

Cautionary Slow Instructs riders it is necessary to reduce their speed. 12"x12" Y/ Blk

Cautionary Arrow
Informs riders that the trail makes a significant change in 

direction.
12"x12" Y/ Blk

Cautionary Bridge Ahead
Informs riders they are approaching a bridge which is narrower 

than the trail.
12"x12" Y/ Blk

Cautionary Junction Ahead Informs riders that they are approaching a trail intersection. 12"x12" Y/ Blk

Cautionary Steep Hill
Informs riders that they are approaching a section of trail with a 

steep uphill or downhill grade.
12"x12" Y/ Blk

Cautionary Blind Hill
Informs riders that they are approaching a section of trail with a 

reduced line of sight in both directions.
12"x12" Y/ Blk

Cautionary Ice
Informs riders that they are approaching a section of trail that 

may be ice covered and slippery, proceed with caution.
12"x12" Y/ Blk
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Cautionary Yield to Groomer

Informs riders that they may encounter a piece of trail grooming 

equipment at any time and that they must yield the right of way 

when they do.

12"x12" Y/ Blk

Cautionary Groomer Access Only
Informs riders that access is limited to a groomer, and is not 

permitted for snowmobile use.
12"x12" Y/ Blk

Cautionary Logging Operation

Informs riders that a logging operation is taking place in and along 

the trail ahead, and that trucks, equipment and debris may be in 

the trail.

12"x12" Y/ Blk

Cautionary Skiers on Trail

Informs riders that they can expect to see skiers on the trail.  Used 

in areas where landowners and others frequently utilize a 

particular section of trail.

12"x12" Y/ Blk

Cautionary Right Hazard Marker

Identifies a fixed object hazard along the side of the trail.  This is 

used any time the fixed object narrows the normal width of the 

trail such as bridge railings.  The stripes slope downward towards 

the trail.

12"x12" Y/ Blk

Cautionary Left Hazard Marker Identifies a fixed object hazard along the side of the trail.  This is used any time the fixed object narrows the normal width of the trail such as bridge railings.  The stripes slope downward towards the trail.12"x12" Y/ Blk

Cautionary Wildlife in Trail

Informs riders that they can expect to see wildlife on the trail.  

Used in areas where turkeys, deer and moose cross and walk 

along the trail frequently throughout the winter.  

12"x12" Y/ Blk

Cautionary Small Trees Informs riders of the presence of small trees. 12"x12" Y/ Blk
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Regulatory Stop (3M Sheeting)
Instructs riders to bring their snowmobile to complete stop 

before proceeding slowly.
12"x12" Red/White

Regulatory No Snowmobiles Identifies areas where snowmobiling is not allowed. 12"x12" White/RB

Regulatory No Wheeled Vehicles Identifies areas where wheeled vehicles are not allowed 12"x12" Red/White

Regulatory Bridge/Snowmobiles Only
Informs other users that bridge is designed for use by 

snowmobiles and is not safe for any other use.
6"x8" White/Red

Regulatory Trail Closed Informs riders that the trail ahead is closed. 12"x12" White/RB

Regulatory Road Closed  Informs riders that a road is not open to snowmobiles. 12"x18" Red/White

Regulatory Road Closed to Snowmobiles Informs riders that a road is not open to snowmobiles. 12"x18" Red/White
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Regulatory Stay on Trail Reminds riders of the importance of staying on the marked trail. 12"x12" White/Blk

Regulatory Do Not Enter Instructs riders not to enter a particular area or trail. 12"x12" White/Red

Regulatory Private Trail
Informs riders that the trail leads to a private residence and is not 

a VAST trail.
12"x12" White/Red

Regulatory Dead End
Informs riders that the trail does not connect through to another 

trail.
12"x12" White/Red

Regulatory Warning - No ATVs Informs other users that ATV’s are not allowed on VAST trails. 12"x12" Y/ Blk

Regulatory No ATVs Informs other users that ATV’s are not allowed on VAST trails. 12"x12" White/RB

Regulatory Trail Open - Snowmobiles Only
Informs other users that VAST trails are open for snowmobile 

travel only and that other uses are not permitted.
12"x18" Red/White

Regulatory Speed Limit 

Instructs riders not to exceed a specified speed limit (Miles Per 

Hour)  while operating their snowmobile along the trail. 35MPH is 

standard on all State land.

12"x12" White/Blk
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Regulatory Curfew Signs
Informs riders that the trail ahead is closed during certain hours of 

the day or night.
12"x18" Red/White

Highway Trail Logo

Informs riders that they are in fact on a VAST trail. Also used to 

inform other users that they are on a VAST trail and can expect 

snowmobile traffic.  Generally used on sections of trail that travel 

along the side of a public highway.

12"x12" Y/ Blk

Highway Public Highway - Keep Right
Informs riders they are traveling along a public highway and must 

stay as far to the right as possible.
12"x12" Y/ Blk

Highway Snowmobile Crossing

Informs motorists on public highways that they are 

approaching an intersection with a snowmobile trail, and that 

there will likely be snowmobiles trying to cross the highway.

18"x18" Y/ Blk

Highway Exit Right
Informs riders that the trail will exit the roadway it is traveling 

down and turn to the right.  
12"x12" Y/ Blk

Highway Exit Left
Informs riders that the trail will exit the roadway it is traveling 

down and turn to the left.
12"x12" Y/ Blk

Services Food Informs riders that there is a location that sells food ahead. 6"x6" Blue/White
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Services Fuel Informs riders that there is a location that sells fuel ahead. 6"x6" Blue/White

Services Fuel/Food Informs riders that there is a location that sells food & fuel ahead. 6"x6" Blue/White

Services Repairs
Informs riders that there is a location that repairs snowmobiles 

ahead.
6"x6" Blue/White

Services Lodging
Informs riders that there is a location that provides a place to stay 

ahead. 
6"x6" Blue/White

Services Telephone

Informs riders that there is a location that has a pay phone for 

emergencies ahead. This is quickly becoming an obsolete sign 

with the invention of cellular phones.

6"x6" Blue/White

Services Arrow to Services
Directs riders in the proper direction in order to access any of 

the services indicated on the signs above.
6"x6" Blue/White

Services Don't Litter Sign asking riders to please don't litter. 8"x8" Green/White

Services Vehicle / Trailer Parking Small sign helps direct riders where to park at access areas. 6"x6" Blue/White

Services Snowmobile Parking
Informs riders where to park their snowmobiles when they arrive 

at an establishment. 
6"x6" Blue/White

Corridor 

(Green)
Stay on Trail

Used on sign stakes to remind riders to stay on the designated 

trail.  Green signs are used to mark corridor trails and orange signs 

are used to mark secondary and feeder trails.

6"x8" Green/White

Corridor 

(Green)
Small Arrow

Used on sign stakes in fields and other open areas as well as on 

signboards or trees to point riders in the proper direction as well 

as to reassure them they are following a designated VAST trail.  

Green for corridor trails.

7"x9" Green/White

Corridor 

(Green)
__________ Miles

Informs riders how far it is to the next location.   Green signs 

are used to mark corridor trails. 
3"x8" Green/White
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Corridor 

(Green)
Pennants

Used on sign stakes in fields and other open areas or on fence 

posts or trees in the woods to clearly mark the boundaries of the 

trail and let riders know they are following a designated VAST 

trail.  Green pennants are used to mark corridor trails and orange 

pennants are used to mark secondary and feeder trails.

12"x9" Flag, Green

Corridor 

(Orange)
Stay on Trail

Used on sign stakes to remind riders to stay on the designated 

trail.  Green signs are used to mark corridor trails and orange signs 

are used to mark secondary and feeder trails.

6"x8" Orange/White

Corridor 

(Orange)
Small Arrow

Used on sign stakes in fields and other open areas as well as on 

signboards or trees to point riders in the proper direction as well 

as to reassure them they are following a designated VAST trail.  

Orange for secondary.

7"x9" Orange/White

Corridor 

(Orange)
__________ Miles

Informs riders how far it is to the next location.   Orange signs 

are used to mark secondary and feeder trails.
3"x8" Orange/White

Corridor 

(Orange)
Pennants

Used on sign stakes in fields and other open areas or on fence 

posts or trees in the woods to clearly mark the boundaries of the 

trail and let riders know they are following a designated VAST 

trail.  Green pennants are used to mark corridor trails and orange 

pennants are used to mark secondary and feeder trails.

12"x9" Flag, Orange

Other Reflectors

Used on sign stakes in fields and on trees in wooded areas to 

identify the edges of the trail in the dark.  Lights from 

snowmobiles and grooming equipment illuminate the reflector 

which helps operators identify the edge of the trail ahead.  

2"x2", White Reflective Sheeting

Other Route Logo

Informs riders what corridor trail number they are on in 

reference to the VAST Trail Map. (orange available for 

secondary trails)

8"x12" Green/White
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Other Route Logo (Secondary)

Informs riders what corridor trail number they are on in 

reference to the VAST Trail Map. (orange available for 

secondary trails)

8"x12" Green/White

Other VAST Trail Maintence Vehicle
Required sign for ATVs approved while performing 

maintenance on trails.
16"x4" Red/white

Other Sensitive Area Use sparingly for areas with special concerns 12"x12" Red/White

Other Thank you Landowners
Used anywhere on the trail.  Can be customized with club name 

and logo (cost extra).
12"x18", Aluminum

Other VAST Trail Ends Ahead

Placed approximately 300 feet prior to sign #1 or #3 to 

inform riders that the trail terminus is near and they must 

take appropriate action.

12"x18", Aluminum

Other VAST Trail Ends Here

Placed at trail terminus to inform riders that the VAST Trail 

has ended. Travel beyond this point may be subject to 

trespassing.

12"x24", Aluminum
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Other No Ice Is Safe Ice

Placed at trail terminus which is a body of water to inform 

riders that the VAST Trail has ended. Travel beyond this 

point is at the rider’s own risk per the agreement they 

signed when purchasing a TMA.

12"x18", Aluminum

Other VAST Trail Access Parking

Used to inform riders there is an official VAST Trail Access Parking 

Area where they can park their trucks and trailers, unload their 

machines and access an official VAST trail.

24"x24" Blue/White, Aluminum 

**Custom Sign**

Other Your GPS is Wrong
To be used in places where cars etc. frequently stray onto the trail 

thinking it is a road.
30"x30" Y/Blk, Aluminum

Safety Be Safe Poster Reminds riders to be safe 12"x18" Corrugated Plastic

Safety Hands on For Safety Poster Discourages the use of hand signals 12"x18" Corrugated Plastic
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Safety Zero Alcohol Discourages alcohol while riding 12"x12" Y/Blk

Trail Signing 

Accessories
0 0 2" White

Trail Signing 

Accessories
1 1 2" White

Trail Signing 

Accessories
2 2 2" White

Trail Signing 

Accessories
3 3 2" White

Trail Signing 

Accessories
4 4 2" White

Trail Signing 

Accessories
5 5 2" White

Trail Signing 

Accessories
6 6 2" White

Trail Signing 

Accessories
7 7 2" White

Trail Signing 

Accessories
8 8 2" White

Trail Signing 

Accessories
9 9 2" White

Trail Signing 

Accessories
N N 2" White

Trail Signing 

Accessories
S S 2" White

Trail Signing 

Accessories
E E 2" White

Trail Signing 

Accessories
W W 2" White

Trail Signing 

Accessories
A A 2" White

Trail Signing 

Accessories
B B 2" White

Trail Signing 

Accessories
C C 2" White

Trail Signing 

Accessories
F F 2" White

Trail Signing 

Accessories
Other Numbers or Letters CUSTOM 2" White
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CUSTOM SIGNS *The signs below may take 4-6 weeks for processing* Club Pays 100%

Special Order 911 Road Crossing Sign

Can be placed at road crossings to provide snowmobilers traveling 

on the VAST trail system with information that could potentially 

help them in an emergency or if they are lost.

6"x9", Aluminum

Special Order
Junction Marker (GPS Coordinates may be 

included)

Informs riders of the location they are at in reference to the 

VAST Trail Map.
8"x5" Blk/White

Special Order Intersection Sign
Custom sign can be single or double-sided and meets all 

requirements for VAST trail intersection signage.
18"x24", Aluminum

Special Order Custom Directional

Used on signboards to inform riders what towns are in each 

direction. Green signs are used to mark corridor trails and orange 

are used to mark secondary and feeder trails.

2"x12" Rectangle (Grn/Wh or 

Org/Wh)
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